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Her personality produced a pro-wessiveness of her mind. Whatever may in the amazing fertility and respon-siveness of her mind, she was not less so inderful creature in her abounding in contact with her, and her loss found impression upon all who came and must out. At the State University of Iowa a recent action of the faculty has taken away the two hours credit formerly given to women students for dancing. At the University of Utah a flag rush is held between the sopho-mores and freshmen in which the latter try to pull down a large flag nailed to the top of a 20-foot pole. The second year students surround this pole to prevent the freshmen from carrying out their purpose. Minnesota and Dakota Colleges have agreed to allow their ball players to play professional ball during the summer months without losing their athletic standing.

24 FOUNCE'S on the cheap means quality in the GLOVES

There will be no rowing for var-iety or freshman crews at Yale on Saturdays during the fall. Training stale is the explanation. Gym classes at 8:30 A. M. is the announcement of the gymnasium department at Syracuse. They last until 10 A. M.

Steps are being taken by the fa-culty of Columbia, to organize a student forum for the expression of undergraduate sentiment.

Woman's rights were trampled upon at the University of Minne-sota and as a consequence the membership in the Equal Suffrage club has increased to a surprising extent. The occasion for this was the refusal of men giving out sou-venir football blotters to give any to the co-eds.

At the State University of Iowa a recent action of the faculty has taken away the two hours credit formerly given to women students for dancing.

At the University of Utah a flag rush is held between the sopho-mores and freshmen in which the latter try to pull down a large flag nailed to the top of a 20-foot pole. The second year students surround this pole to prevent the freshmen from carrying out their purpose. Minnesota and Dakota Colleges have agreed to allow their ball players to play professional ball during the summer months without losing their athletic standing.
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a some days she was not well enough to be told; but at last, as she grew better, she heard of the tidings of the death of her old friend. For a little while she was completely overcome, and expressed her grief sincerely; than her abounding sense of humor got the better of her, and a twinkle came into her eye. "Well," she said, "I got the better of Burns that time." It was not a lack of feeling, and she was a genuine mourner; but fun bubbled merrily in her mind, and must out. Her personality produced a pro-

Too few and thirty-five students of the University of Pennsylvania engaged in athletics last year.

All secret societies have been abolished by the University of Mississippi by the trustees. No rea-son is assigned for this action other than that they tend to promote a spirit hostile to democracy and prevent the student from studying.

One of the strong points of in-ter-class competition at California is along forensic lines. Much of the underclass spirit is fostered by means of the sophomore-freshman debates.

INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS.

Several thousand copies of the Columbia University catalogue have been translated into Chinese and sent to China for the informa-tion of the prospective students.

Two thousand five hundred and thirty-five students of the Univer-sity of Pennsylvania engaged in athletics last year.

All secret societies have been abol-lished by the University of Mississippi by the trustees. No rea-son is assigned for this action other than that they tend to promote a spirit hostile to democracy and prevent the student from studying.
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